This paper presents a complete axiomatization of fully decidable propositional real-time linear temporal logics with past: the Event Clock Logic (EventClockTL) and the Metric Interval Temporal Logic with past (MetricIntervalTLP ). The completeness proof consists of an e ective proof building procedure for EventClockTL. It is structured to yield a similar axiomatization and procedure for interesting fragments of this logic: the linear temporal logic of the real numbers (LTR), the fragment with only one clocks, with only past clocks.
Introduction
Most real-time systems (nuclear plant control, plane control, etc.) are critical, and therefore deserve to be speci ed the with mathematical precision. To this end, real-time temporal logics 6] have been proposed as the basis of speci cation languages such as TRIO 12] , Albert 8, 11] . They use real numbers for time, which has advantages for speci cation and compositionality. Several syntaxes are possible to deal with real-time: freeze quanti cation 4, 13] , explicit clocks in a rstorder temporal logic 19] and time-bounded operators 15, 16] studied here. The propositional fragment of these logics (MetricTL R +) is undecidable, but becomes decidable with mild restrictions (MetricIntervalTL 3]), allowing automatic reasoning, animation, and veri cation of programs using automata-based techniques. However, when the speci cation is large or when it contains rstorder parts, a mixture of automatic and manual proof generation is more suitable. Unfortunately, the current automatic reasoning techniques (based on timed automata) do not provide explicit proofs. This is why the axiomatization of these logics is cited as an important open question in 6].
We bridge this gap by providing complete axiom systems for decidable real-time logics, and a proof-building procedure. We build these axiom systems by considering increasingly complex logics: LTR 7] , EventClockTLwith past clocks only, EventClockTLwith past and future clocks (also called SCL 20] ), MetricIntervalTL constraint \t > t 0 for all t 0 2 I", #I for the interval ft > 0j9t 0 2 I : t t 0 g and I for the interval ft > 0j9t 0 2 I : t < t 0 g. Two intervals I and J are adjacent if the right endpoint of I is equal to the left endpoint of J, and either I is right-open and J is left-closed or I is right-closed and J is left-open. An interval sequence I = I 0 ; I 1 ; I 2 ; : : : is an in nite sequence of (bounded) intervals so that (1) the rst interval I 0 is left-closed with left endpoint 0, (2) for all i 0, the intervals I i and I i+1 are adjacent, and (3) for all t 2 R + , there exists an i 0 such that t 2 I i . Consequently, an interval sequence partitions the nonnegative real line so that every bounded subset of R + is covered by nitely many elements of the partition.
Let be a set of propositional symbols. A state s is a set of propositions. A timed state sequence = ( s; I) is a pair that consists of an in nite sequence s of states and an interval sequence I. Equivalently, the timed state sequence can be viewed as a function from R + to 2 , indicating for each time t 2 R + a state (t). In the introduction, we spoke of events rather than states. We do not formalize this distinction; it su ces to say that an event can be viewed as a change in state. A timed !-language is a set of timed state sequences.
Real-time logics
We recall the de nitions of two real-time temporal logics that are known to have decidable satisability and validity problems.
Event-Clock Temporal Logic
The formulas of EventClockTL 20] are built from propositional symbols, boolean connectives, the temporal \until" and \since" operators, and two real-time operators: at any time t, the history operator J I asserts that was true last in the interval t ? I, and the prophecy operator . I asserts that will be true next in the interval t + I. The formulas of EventClockTL are generated by the following grammar:
::= p j 1^ 2 j : j 1 U 2 j 1 S 2 jJ I j . I where p is a proposition and I is an interval which can be singular. The EventClockTL formula holds at time t 2 R + of the timed state sequence , written ( ; t) j = according to the following de nition:
( ; t) j = p i p 2 (t) ( ; t) j = 1^ 2 i ( ; t) j = 1 and ( ; t) j = 2 ( ; t) j = : i ( ; t) 6 j = ( ; t) j = 1 U 2 i exists t 0 > t with ( ; t 0 ) j = 2 and for all t 00 2 (t; t 0 ), ( ; t 00 ) j = 1 _ 2 ( ; t) j = 1 S 2 i exists t 0 < t with ( ; t 0 ) j = 2 and for all t 00 2 (t 0 ; t), ( ; t 00 ) j = 1 _ 2 ( ; t) j =J I i exists t 0 < t^t 0 2 t ? I with ( ; t 0 ) j = and for all t 00 : t ? I < t 00 < t, ( ; t 00 ) 6 j = ( ; t) j = . I i exists t 0 > t^t 0 2 t + I with ( ; t 0 ) j = and for all t 00 : t < t 00 < t + I, ( ; t 00 ) 6 j = An EventClockTL formula is satis able if there exists and a time t such that ( ; t) j = , an EventClockTL formula is valid if for every and every time t we have ( ; t) j = . Example 1 Here are some examples of EventClockTL formulas: the formula (p ! . 5 q) asserts that every p state is followed by a q state within 5 time units; the formula (p ! . =5 q) asserts that after every p state, the rst subsequent q state is exactly 5 units later (so in the interval t+(0,5), q is false); the formula (J =5 p ! q) asserts that whenever the last p state is exactly 5 units ago, then q is true now (time-out).
Theorem 1 20] The satis ability problem for EventClockTL is complete for Pspace.
Metric-Interval Temporal Logic
The formulas of MetricIntervalTL 3] are built from propositional symbols, boolean connectives, and the time-bounded \until" and \since" operators:
::= p j 1^ 2 j : j 1ÛI 2 j 1ŜI 2 where p is a proposition and I is a nonsingular interval. The MetricIntervalTL formula holds at time t 2 R + of the timed state sequence , written ( ; t) j = according to the following de nition (the propositional and boolean clauses are as for EventClockTL):
( ; t) j = 1ÛI 2 i exists t 0 2 t + I with ( ; t 0 ) j = 2 and for all t 00 : t < t 00 < t 0 ( ; t 0 ) j = 1 ( ; t) j = 1ŜI 2 i exists t 0 2 t ? I with ( ; t 0 ) j = 2 and for all t 00 : t 0 < t 00 < t ( ; t 0 ) j = 1 A MetricIntervalTL formula , then, de nes the timed !-language that contains all timed state sequences with ( ; 0) j = . Example 2 Here are some examples of MetricIntervalTL formulas: the formula (q ! rŜ 5 p) asserts that every q state is preceded by a p state of time di erence at most 5, and all intermediate states are r states; the formula (p !^ 5;6) q) asserts that every p state is followed by a q state at a time di erence of at least 5 and less than 6 time units. The formula . 5;6) q of EventClockTL is stronger than^ 5;6) q: . 5;6) q that the rst occurrence of a q-state is at a distance of at least 5 and and less than 6 while^ 5;6) q expresses that there is some (not necessarily rst) q-state in t+ 5; 6).
Theorem 2 3]
The satis ability and validity problems for MetricIntervalTL are complete for Expspace.
Abbreviations
In the sequel we use the following abbreviations: 1^ 1 U 2 , the \Until" re exive for its rst argument; 1 U 2 2 _ 1 U + 2 , the \Until" re exive for its two arguments; J ?U , meaning \just after in the future" or \arbritrarily closed in the future"; >U , meaning \eventually in the future"; : : , meaning \always in the future"; their re exive counterparts: ; ; 
Axiomatization of EventClockTL

Axioms
In Subsection 4.3, we will present a proof-building procedure for EventClockTL. In this section, we simply collect the axioms used in the procedure, and present their intuitive meaning. Our logics are symmetric for past and future (a duality that we call the \mirror principle"), except that time begins but does not end: therefore the axioms will be only written for the future, but with the understanding that their mirror images, obtained by replacing U by S, . by J, etc. are also axioms. This does not mean that we have an axiomatization of the future fragment of these logics: our axioms make past and future interact, and we believe that this interaction is unavoidable.
We use the rule of inference:
All propositional tautologies For the non-metric part, we use the following axioms and their mirror images:
They mainly make use of the J operator, because as we shall see, it corresponds to the transition relation of our structure. Axiom (N) is the usual necessitation or modal generalisation rule, expressed as an axiom. Similarly,(K) is the usual weakening principle, expressed in a slightly non- We have written the other axioms so that they are independent of the begin or end axioms, in order to deal easily with other time domains. For instance, to deal with the (positive and negative) reals numbers, we just use the mirror of (JT) instead of (BE).
Remark 1 It is easy to check that the proof of completeness of Subsection 4.3 only uses the axioms above for a formula without real-time; therefore they form a complete axiomatization of the logic of the reals with nite variability, de ned as LTR in 7] . The system proposed in 7] is unfortunately unsound, redundant and incomplete. Indeed, axiom F5 of 7] is unsound (this is a simple typo); axiom F7 can be deduced from axiom F8; and the system cannot derive the induction axiom (JI). To see this last point, take the structure formed by R + followed by R, with nite variability: it satis es the system of 7] but not the induction axiom. Thus this valid formula cannot be proved in their system.
For the real-time part, we rst describe the static behaviour; intersection, union of intervals can be translated into conjunction, disjunction due to the fact that there is a single next event:
. I (J-P) These axioms are complete for formulae where the only real-time operators are prediction operators . I and they all track the same (qualitative) formula . For a single history tracked formula, we use the mirror of the axioms plus an axiom expressing that the future time is in nite, so that any bound will be exceeded: ! ( _ J >m ) (ER) As soon as several such formulae are present, we cannot just combine their individual behaviour, because the .; J have to evolve synchronously (with the common implicit real time). We use a family of \shift" and \order" axioms and their mirrors to express this common speed. The \shift" axioms say that the ordering the ticks should be preserved: the main antecedent : J =1 U J =1 states that will tick before ; in this case the events shall be in the same order: : S . The side conditions ensure that the clocks were active in the meantime. The \order" axioms states a similar property: (OHH) says that if last was less than 1 ago, and was before, than last was less than 1 ago. 
Adequation of the axiomatic system for EventClockTL
As usual, the soundness of the system of axioms can be proved by a simple inductive reasoning on the structure of the axioms. We concentrate here on the more di cult part of the adequation of the proposed axiomatic system: its completeness. As usual with temporal logic, we only have weak completeness: for every valid formula of EventClockTL, there exists a nite formal derivation in our axiomatic system for that formula. So if j = then` . As often, it is more convenient to prove the contrapositive: every consistent EventClockTL formula is satis able. Our logics are symmetric for past and future (a duality that we call \mirror principle"), except that time begin but does not end: therefore most explanations will be given for the future, but the careful reader will check their applicability to the past as well. Our proof is divided in steps, that prove the completeness for increasing fragments of EventClockTL.
1. We rst deal with the qualitative part, without real-time. This part of the proof follows roughly the completeness proof of 18] for discrete-time logic. (a) We give the statics of a clock; (b) We describe the transitions of a clock; (c) By further axioms, we constrain the clocks to evolve simultaneously. The completeness of these axioms is shown by solving the constraints on real-time generated the clock evolutions. Let us make the hypothesis that the formula is consistent and let us prove that it is satis able. To simplify the presentation of the proof, we use the following lemma:
Lemma 1 Every EventClockTL formula can be rewritten into an equivalent T formula of EventClockTL 1 (using only the constant 1).
Proof. First by the use of the theorem . I $ : . <I ^. #I (LOW), every formula . I with l(I) 6 = 0 can be rewritten as a conjunction of formulas with 0-bounded intervals. Using the axioms . m+n $ . m . n (NLE) and . <m+n $ . <m . n (NLT) every interval can be decomposed into an nesting of operators associated with intervals of length 1.F
In the sequel, we make the hypothesis that the formula for which we want to construct a model is in EventClockTL 1 , this does not harm completeness as by lemma 1, every EventClockTL formula can rst be transformed in an equivalent EventClockTL 1 formula.
We now de ned the set C( ) of formulae associated with :
S: the sub-formulae of .
The formulae of S subject to a future real-time constraint: R = f 2 Sj . I 2 Sg. We will say that a prediction clock is associated to these formulae.
for these formulae, we will also track J when the next occurrence of is left-open: this will simplify the notation. The information about will be reconstructed by axiom (LO).
To select whether to track or J , we need the formulae giving the openness of next interval: L = f: Û j 2 R Jg.
The formulae giving the current integer value of the clocks: I = f. <1 ; . =1 ; . >1 j 2 R Jg. Thanks to our initial transformation, we only have to consider whether the integer value is below or above 1.
Among these, the \tick" formulae will be used in F to determine the fractional parts of the clocks: T = f. =1 2 Ig. We also de ne the mirror sets. For instance, R ? = f 2 Sj J I 2 Sg. A EventClockTL-consistent structure We say that an atom A is EventClockTL-consistent if it is propositionally consistent and consistent with the axioms and rules given in Subsection 4.1. Now, we consider the structurê S = (Â;R), whereÂ is the subset of propositional atoms that are EventClockTL-consistent and R = f(A; B)jR(A; B) and A; B 2Âg. Note that the lemmas above are still valid in the structurê S as only inconsistent atoms are suppressed. We now investigate more deeply the properties of the structureŜ and show how we can prove from that structure that the consistent formula is satis able.
A maximally strongly connected substructure (MSCS) D is a set of atoms D Â of the structurê S such that (i) for all D 1 ; D 2 A constraint is a real-time formula of an atom A i . The reference of a constraint is the index e at which its previous event, tick or reset occurred. The reference is always singular. The anchor of a constraint is the index j at which its next event, tick or reset occurred. We say that (the history clock of) is active between an event and the next reset of . It is small between its event and the next tick or reset. It is su cient to solve small constraints, as we shall see. Thus we de ne the scope of a history constraint as the interval between the event and the next tick or reset. Constraints are either equalities (the time spend in their scope must be 1), linking an event to a tick, or inequalities (the time spend in their scope must be less than 1). The scope of an inequality extends from an event to a reset. Constraints can be partially ordered by scope: it is enough to solve constraints of maximal scope, as we shall see. An index is owned by a constraint, if it is in the scope of no other constraint with an earlier reference. A constraint of maximal scope always owns indexes: they are found at the end of its scope. We will also use partial inequalities, representing the constraints known up to an index of a path. Whether an atom is in the scope of a constraint, and whether it is an equality, can be deduced from its contents. The table below shows the contents of an atom that indicate that is in the scope of such a (partial) inequality:
The proof shows that these constraints can be solved i they are compatible in the sense that the scope of an equality cannot be included in the scope of an inequality, nor strictly in the scope of another equality.
From any run A, we now build a timed run Attr(A) by attributing well-chosen intervals to the atoms of the run. We proceed by induction along the run, attributing time points t i ; t i ] to the singular atoms A i with i even. Therefore, an open interval (t i?1 ; t i+1 ) is attributed to non-singular atoms.
1. Base: We attribute the interval 0; 0] to the initial atom A 0 . 2. Induction: we identify and solve the tightest constraint, that owns the current index i. We de ne e as the reference of this tightest constraint, by cases:
(a) equality constraints:
i. If there is an J =1 2 A i there has been a last (singular) atom A e containing before at time t e .
ii. Else, if B: ^ ^: S . =1 2 A i there has been a last atom A e containing . =1 before A i , at time t e . We attribute t e + 1; t e + 1] to A i .
(b) inequality constraints:
i. Else, we compute the earliest reference e of the small clocks using table 1. t i has to be between t i?2 and t e + 1. We choose t i = (t i?2 + t e + 1)=2. ii. Finally, when all clocks are unde ned or blocked, we attribute (say) t i?2 + 1=2 to A i .
The algorithm selects arbitrarily an equality constraint, but is still deterministic:
Lemma 17 If two equality constraints have the same anchor i, their references e 1 ; e 2 are identical. Proof Four combinations of equality constraints are possible:
The rst constraint is J =1 { The second constraint is J =1 : A i contains : U J =1 ; : J =1 U J =1 since its eventuality J =1 is true now. It contains J =1 , and thus J 1 by (OR). We apply (SHH) to obtain : S . We repeat this with ; inverted to obtain : S . These formula imply by Lemma 13 that cannot occur before , and conversely, thus they occur in the same atom.
{ The second constraint is the event with : S . =1 : then A i contains : U ; : J =1 U since its eventuality is true now. It contains J =1 , and thus J 1 by (OR). We apply (SHP) to obtain : . =1 S . Since A i contains : U J =1 since its eventuality J =1 is true now. We apply (SPH) to obtain : Z . =1 _ : Z . Since : S . =1 , we know that the rst branch is true. These formula imply by Lemma 13 that cannot occur before , and conversely, thus they occur in the same atom.
The rst constraint is the event with : S . =1 : { The second constraint is J =1 : This case is simply the previous one, with ; inverted. { The second constraint is the event with : S . =1 : A i contains : U since its eventuality is true now. We apply (SPP) to obtain :. =1 Z(. =1 _ ). By : S. =1 , the tick . =1 occurred. We repeat this with ; inverted. These formula imply by Lemma 13 that . =1 cannot occur before . =1 , and conversely, thus they occur in the same atom. Proof. In the notation of the de nition, this amounts to prove t i?2 < t e + 1 when e is de ned, since t i is either t e + 1 or the middle point of (t i?2 ; t e + 1). We prove both by induction on i: 1. base case: i = 2. Either: no constraint is active, e is unde ned; e = 0; t e = 0; t i?2 = 0. We just have to prove 0 < 1. the reset rule (CR) guarantees that satisfying the equality will entail satisfying the greater-than constraint, since they refer to the same tracked event, and since the equality is later.
b. J =1 : Since this is an equality constraint, the algorithm Attr must have chosen an equality constraint with reference e. Thus t i = t e + 1. By lemma 17, the reference event is also in A e .
c. J <1 : Let j i be its reference, 2 A j . The constraint selected by Attr at i can be:
an equality, by lemma 18, its reference e < j, so that t i = t e + 1 < t j + 1.
or the constraint chosen in A i is an inequality. The pair J <1 2 A i ; 2 A j is also an inequality in A i : let f be its reference. The algorithm has selected the constraint with the earliest reference e. Thus e f j i, and t i < t e + 1. Thus t i < t j + 1.
2. Let . I 2 (t) = A i . We must show that the next occurs in t + I. . I can be:
a. . >1 : These constraints are automatically satis ed because:
the eventuality rule (P-S) guarantees will occur: 9j < i 2 A j ; the transition rules (J axioms) guarantee that there is rst a tick: 9k i < k < j^. =1 2
the reset rule (CR) guarantees that satisfying the equality will entail satisfying the greater-than constraint, since they refer to the same anchor event, and since the equality is later.
b. . =1 : let A j contain the next event of . Since this is an equality constraint, the algorithm Attr must have chosen an equality constraint at A j . By lemma 17, its reference is i. Thus t j = t i + 1. c. . <1 : Let A j contain the next event of . The constraint selected by Attr at j can be:
an equality by lemma 18 its reference e < i, so that t j = t e + 1 < t i + 1. or the constraint chosen in A j is an inequality. The pair . <1 2 A i ; 2 A j is also an inequality in A j : let f be its reference. The algorithm has selected the constraint with the earliest reference e. Thus e f i j, and t j < t e + 1. Thus t j < t i + 1. F Theorem 3 A timed run has the Hintikka property: 8 2 C; 2 (t) $ ( ; t) j = .
Proof. In lemma 14, we proved this for the (qualitative) runs. In theorem 21, we proved the implication for the real-time operators. It remains only to prove the converse, which also results from timed: if . I 6 2 (t), by maximality : . I 2 (t) and thus either : 2 (t) and the result follows by lemma 14, or . I 2 (t) and the result follows by lemma 21.F Finally, we obtain the desired theorem:
Theorem 4 Every EventClockTL-consistent formula is satis able. Proof. if is a EventClockTL-consistent formula then there exists an -monitored atom A in S. By lemma 11, there exists a set of runs that pass throught A and by the properties of the procedure Attr, lemma 13, lemma 20 and lemma 21, at least one timed run ( ; I) 2 has the Hintikka property. It is direct to see that ( \ P; I) is a model for at time t 2 I (the interval of time associated to A in ( ; I) ) and thus is satis able. F
Comparison with the region automaton
In spirit, the procedure given above can be considered as building the automaton corresponding to a formula, and then constructing its region automaton. A region automaton will record the integer value of each clock: this is coded here by formulas of the form . <1 . =1 ::: . =1 . It will also record the ordering of the fractional parts of the clocks: this is coded here by formulas of the form : . =1 ::: . =1 U . =1 ::: . =1 . There are some small di erences, however: for simplicity we maintain more information than needed, so that many atoms are redundant. For instance we record the ordering of any two ticks, even if these ticks are not linked to the current value of the clock. This relationship is only inverted for a very special case: when a clock has no previous and no following tick, we need not and cannot maintain its fractional information since it will never be used, and thus cannot be expressed by a formula.
The structure of atoms constructed here treats the eventualities in a di erent spirit: here, we only ensure that all atoms are part of a model, but there may be invalid paths in the graph of atoms. It is immediate to add acceptance conditions to eliminate these spurious paths, and obtain a more classical automaton.
Translating EventClockTLand MetricIntervalTL
The logics have been designed from a di erent philosophical standpoint: MetricIntervalTLrestricts the undecidable logic MTL by \relaxing punctuality", i.e., forbidding to look at exact time values; EventClockTL, in contrast, forbids to look past next event in the future. However, we show here that, surprisingly, they have the same expressive power. The power given by nesting connectives allows to each logic to do some of its forbidden work.
First, we suppress intervals containing 0:
(R0) Then we replace bounded untilsÛ I by simpler I :
where the interval I = ft > 0j8t i 2 I; t t i g, < 0 I = ft 0j8t i 2 I; t < t i g. 
Axiomatization of MetricIntervalTL
To obtain an axiom system for MetricIntervalTL, we simply translate the axioms of EventClockTLand to add axioms expressing the translation.
Indeed, we have translations T : EventClockTL ! MetricIntervalTL; S : MetricIntervalTL ! EventClockTL. Therefore when we want to prove a MetricIntervalTLformula , we translate it into EventClockTLand prove it there using the procedure of 4. To nish the proof we only have to add T(S( )) . Actually the translation axioms above are stronger, stating T(S( )) $ . In our case, T (de ned by (P), (U)) is so simple that it can be considered as a mere shorthand. Thus the axioms (RE){(SHP) and (0){(FCC) form a complete axiomatization of MetricIntervalTL, with . I ; U now understood as shorthands.
Conclusion
The speci cation of real-time systems using dense time is more natural, and has many semantical advantages, but requires our discrete-time techniques 10, 17] to be generalised. The modelchecking and decision techniques have been generalised in 2, 3] . This paper provides complete axiom systems and proof-building procedures for linear real time, extending the technique of 18]. This procedure can be used to automate the proof construction of propositional fragments of a larger proof.
Our work also presents the following shortcomings, that we hope to address in the future:
The proof rules are admittedly cumbersome, since they exactly re ect the layered structure of the proof: for instance, real-time axioms are clearly separated from the qualitative axioms. More intuitive rules can be devised if we relax this constraint. This paper provides an easy way to show their completeness: it is enough to prove the axioms of this paper. This also explain why we have not generalised the axioms, even if when obvious generalisations are possible: we prefer to stick to the axioms needed in the proof, to facilitate a later completeness proof using this technique. where I = ft > 0j9i 2 I; t < ig.
The proofs constructed by our procedure are often tedious case analyses. A proof beautication procedure will be useful when the proof has to be understood by a user, e.g. when the user is attempting to generalize a machine-generated propositional proof to a rst-order one. This procedure would use the nicer axioms mentioned in the previous point. The logics used in this paper assume that concrete values are given for real-time constraints.
As demonstrated in the HyTech checker 14], it is often useful to mention parameters instead (symbolic constants), and derive the needed constraints on the parameters, instead of a simple yes/no answer. We hope to obtain a similar procedure for the validity of MetricIntervalTLformulae.
The extension of the results of this paper to rst-order variants of MetricIntervalTLshould be explored. Fragments with a complete proof-building procedure are our main interest.
